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With FORMING LOOSE, the Jette Rudolph Gallery is pleased to present three contemporary positions on 
art in one exhibition. Using forms, constructions and experimental materials, the artworks create potential 
extensions of the empirical world. With regard to familiar cognitive conditions, the focus is on the artistic pro-
cess. Here, the distinction between art and real world always appears to be immanent to the artwork, which 
is perpetually in the process of negotiating their reciprocal relationship.

How did the object that was created come into being? How did it come to assume or lose its form? When it 
comes to questi- oning issues such as artistic production and perception, contemporary artists such as Ange-
lika Loderer, Peter Halley and Lori Hersberger are known for exploring the state and condition of the materials 
and the potential forms they can give rise to. The process central to art, that of forming or giving shape to 
an artwork, moves the position of the artist into close proximity to that of a technician, engineer or architect. 
Drawing on various construction systems, conditions and arrangements, the formal languages of art examine 
the limits of existing relationships and shift traditional perspectives by disclosing a process-like and dynamic 
character; in terms of content, they question clear-cut representations; by making certainties uncertain, they 
create new levels of perception. This is the case because every formal design begins with a decision, in other 
words, with an initial distinction, which implies that a perpetual process of shifting and de-situating is at work 
in the artwork. Any visibly designed form – whether fragmentary, dissonant or destructive –“holds enciphered 
within it above all the liberation of society, for form – the aesthetic nexus of everything particular – represents 
the social relation in the artwork; this is why liberated form is ana- thema to the status quo” (Theodor Adorno, 
Aesthetic Theory).

Angelika Loderer creates her sculptures as follows: She temporarily turns loose materials into compact 
forms and, for example, uses high pressure techniques to oppose their material or “natural” conditions in the 
exhibition space. Her procedural works thereby always focus on the process of becoming a form. The artist’s 
works are thus constituted and characterized by the artistic production process. By giving form to “simple” 
materials (such as quartz sand for sculptures), she has spatial, object- like moments emerge: The artist en-
capsulates, coats, pours, creates and presses the materials into ephemeral, fragile-looking sculptural states, 
which are sometimes intentionally delicate. The abstract and organic forms of these states are always indeb- 
ted to the exposed nature and processing style of the substances used. Transferred into a transitional stage, 
the works refer to familiar-looking shapes whose (negative) forms were made object-like and objectively 
visible. This is how civilization enters into and intervenes in Loderer’s sculptures, which are made of natural 
materials.

Peter Halley’s rectangular compositions open up spatially due to his use of fluorescent colors and structured 
surfaces. To design his forms, Halley bases himself on a strict geometric ordering system: The artist starts with 
preliminary, small-format drawings and develops the various grid-and-cell compositions before transferring 
them to large canvases. Created by layering one color over another, the intense color serves as a ubiquitous 
point of reference, and their striking luminosity cites an advertising aesthetic rather than the traditional color 
theory of art history. Each individual canvas is comprised of several fragments, which are fused into a spatial 
object and which are all housed within the structure of a geometric grid. The varying surface characteristics 
of this object, defined by a spatially invasive and tactile materiality – for example, a typical “stucco texture” – 
evoke an architectonic moment, extending the surfaces, lines and colors into three-dimensional space.

Made of different materials and media, Lori Hersberger’s installations and objects are always engaged in a 
dialog with both the real space and the space of art. By means of reflective surfaces, doubling effects, and 
by multiplying structures and materials such as neon, steel and glass, the artist often shapes, distorts and 
manipulates spatial elements, thereby exploring the relationship between art, reality and illusion. As such, 
Hersberger rearranges real norms and standards by giving them an artistic dimension. In this way, he creates 
artificial conditions in the exhibition space that alternately include and exclude the viewer. Along with a geo-
metrical light sculpture with glaringly-colourful neon light, there will be objects from the series of works entit-
led „Momentum“ and „Bag Days“ shown.The mirror polished surfaces of these objects made of chrome-steel 
and deformed by air pressure only offer distorted reflections of their surroundings. (Text by Ellen Martin)


